
Beers by Brewery

1840 Brewing Company Table 33Milwaukee WU

Florisconsin TimeStyle Saison / Farmhouse Ale

Collaboration with Explorium and Tampa Bay Brewing Company. Barrel fermented saison aged on cranberries and 
kumquats

ABV 8.1

USA

3 Sheeps Brewing Co. Table 20Sheboygan WI

Cashmere Hammer TimeStyle American Stout

We really enjoy brewing with rye. It has a dry, spicy characteristic that plays very well with other flavors. In many styles of 
beer, a touch of rye can be used to bring balance to an otherwise one-directional taste. For this beer, though, we started 
with the rye and piled it on, ensuring it would play first fiddle. The rest of the ingredients - the base, dark, and caramel 
malts, along with the Czech Saaz hops - were selected for their ability to highlight the rye and play off of its 
boldness.  Since large quantities of rye can sometimes yield an unpalatable harshness, the finishing touch on this 
brew was to nitrogenate rather than carbonate. The creaminess of the nitrogen pour smoothes the edge, making for very 
gentle, yet full-bodied beer. We hope you enjoy.

ABV 6.5

United States

Fresh Coast TimeStyle American Pale Ale

Juicy Pale Ale w/ Extra Hops

ABV 4.8

United States

Really Cool Waterslides TimeStyle American IPA

It's all about choosing a dream. Once the decision was made to open a brewery, we knew there could be no more 
appropriate a name for our founding beer. We combined three hop varieties over a ninety minute boil in three separate 
additions and a massive amount of hops added for the dry-hop. The smooth malt profile lets the hops do the talking. It's 
complex and intricate, yet completely accessible--a labor of love to be shared with the world.

ABV 6.2

United States

Rebel Kent the First TimeStyle American Amber / Red Ale

True to his name, Kent took a Belgian Abbey Single, upped the ABV and added some rye malt to create a great session 
beer. As you take a sip, the Belgian yeast and rye malt dance on your tongue. The sweetness of the Belgian yeast hits 
first, but is quickly balanced against the forward flavors of the rye malt. 

ABV 5

United States

Ale Asylum Table 44Madison

*Contorter Porter TimeStyle English Porter

You're not still afraid of Dark, are you? You don't know how that hurts Dark's feelings! Dark would never judge you like 
that. Not even after what you did at summer camp. You know that thing you've always wanted? Dark just got you two of 
them. Dark wants to know what else it can do to change your mind. How about a glassy smooth porter with a long, silky 
finish? Will that seal the deal? Dark thought so.

ABV 4.8

United States

*Unshadowed TimeStyle Hefeweizen

This classic German Hefe-Weizen is soft and uber refreshing. It is light golden in color, with a hazy appearance. It has a 
hint of bananas and cloves in the aroma, and a tantalizing sweetness in the finish.

ABV 6

United States



Ale Asylum Table 44Madison WI

Hu$h Money TimeStyle American IPA

This IPA is bright and fruity with a juicy flavor of white grapes being shot from a cannon. Hu$h Money will be available 
February through April 2018, both packaged and on tap throughout Wisconsin, Illinois and Minnesota.

ABV 7.8

United States

Velveteen Habit TimeStyle American IPA

A floral hop nose and a juicy Citra hop intensity blend with a balanced malt spine for a touch of sweetness and a crisp 
hop bite.

ABV 7.4

United States

Ballast Point Brewing Co. Table 45San Diego CA

Manta Ray TimeStyle

We've developed many IPA recipes in our R&D program, but right from the tank, our Manta Ray Double IPA was a 
winner. Aromas of fresh, citrusy tangerine, melon and light pine leap from the beer and linger over a smooth finish. Like 
its namesake, this brew can sneak up on you â€“ a big beer without a bite.

ABV 8.5

United States

Tart Peach Kolsch TimeStyle

Our Tart Peach Kolsch is a fresh take on one of our very first beers. The juicy aroma and flavor of ripe peach 
complements the subtle fruitiness from the Kolsch yeast in this bright, refreshing ale. Add a tickle of tartness to round 
out the senses, and you get a new brew that's interestingly delightful.

ABV 5.2

United States

Unfiltered Scuplin TimeStyle American IPA

Our Unfiltered Sculpin IPA packs extra hops into every sip, enhancing the classic Sculpin notes of fresh apricot, peach, 
mango and lemon with a slight haze and less bitterness. Freshness is key to every beer, but especially true for this extra-
hopped IPAâ€”store cold and drink soon.

ABV 7

United States

Barley John's Brewing Comp Table 19New Richmond WI

Little Barley Session TimeStyle American Pale Ale

A light easy drinking pale ale, moderate hops, moderate strength, moderate malt.

ABV 4.2

United States

Maibock TimeStyle ABV 7.2

United States

Old 8 Porter TimeStyle Baltic Porter

A strong rich porter, lots of roast malt flavor, and good body.

ABV 8

United States



Bayerische Staatsbrauerei Table 37Freising

Weihenstephaner Vitus TimeStyle Weizenbock

A light-coloured, spicy single-bock wheat beer, for both beer lovers and the beer connoisseur. Extra long and cold 
storage in our monastery cellars makes this single-bock a really special beer with full body and a distinctively great 
mouthfeel. Prost!

ABV 7.7

Germany

Bells Brewery Table 38Kalamazoo MI

Black Note TimeStyle American Stout

One of the most sought-after stouts in Bell's history, Black Note Stout blends the complex aromatics of Expedition Stout 
with the velvety smooth texture of Double Cream Stout and ages the combination in freshly retired oak bourbon barrels 
for months. The resulting harmony of flavors captures the finest features of all three components: malty notes of dark 
chocolate, espresso & dried fruits, all buoyed by the warmth and fragrance of the bourbon barrel. Aimed squarely at the 
stout and bourbon aficionados, Black Note makes a grand statement about the art of the dark. 

ABV 11.5

United States

Lager of the Lakes TimeStyle

Following in the tradition of Czech Pilsners by offering a combination of firm malt and herbal hop bitterness, Bell's Lager 
of the Lakes is as refreshing and crisp as a swim in the Great Lakes.

ABV 5

United States

Oberon Ale TimeStyle American Pale Wheat Ale

Bell's Oberon is a wheat ale fermented with Bell's signature house ale yeast, mixing a spicy hop character with mildly 
fruity aromas. The addition of wheat malt lends a smooth mouthfeel, making it a classic summer beer.

ABV 5.8

United States

Two Hearted Ale TimeStyle American IPA

India Pale Ale style well suited for Hemingway-esque trips to the Upper Peninsula. American malts and enormous hop 
additions give this beer a crisp finish and incredible floral hop aroma.  

ABV 7

United States

Biloba Brewing Company Table 16Brookfield WI

Blanc TimeStyle

Ale that is cludy white in color, smooth mouthfeel with coriander and bitter orange flavors and aroma.

ABV 4.5

Russian Imperial Stout Time  2:00 PStyle

Russian Imperial Stout aged in Bourbon Barrels and released on Black Friday 2017

ABV 12.5

Smokin' Gramma TimeStyle Scotch Ale / Wee Heavy

Full body, dark brown, semi sweet malty beer with hints of vanilla & whiskey. Aged in a Rye Whiskey Barrel

ABV 8.3



Black Husky Brewing Table 30Pembine WI

Big Buck Brown TimeStyle American Brown Ale

Brewed with domestic and continental caramel malts and locally produced maple syrup. Malty, with caramel and fruit 
flavors.  This beer is our best effort to save the White-tailed Deer, providing all you hunter-types the perfect 
opportunity to sit back, relax in your cabin, put your feet up, tell tall tales, yet still save face and go back to your peoples 
with your head held high. In sincere honesty you can tell them This year I got a Big Buck'Nikki, our rescue dog, had a 
rough life before we met him, yet learned to trust us, even patiently posing with fake antlers while we shot the perfect 
pose (with our camera!). Certainly you too can sacrifice - have a Big Buck Brown when you're supposed to be hunting in 
the cold, harsh woods. You'll honor his memory by saving a deer. If you need more incentive, it's brewed with maple 
syrup so you can consider it breakfast.

ABV 8

United States

Cask Ale TimeStyle

Tim is bringing a surprise beer in a cask pin. Don't miss stopping by Black Husky to try this one time only creation.

ABV

United States

Deck Dog TimeStyle

Everyone should have a deck dog, and Rinky is ours. We in the northwoods brave the long winter with our wood heat 
and country ways and wait eagerly for the warm and sunny days of summer. No one is more eager to hit the deck and 
work on her tan than Rinky. Many ideas, most nonsensical, are concocted while sitting on the deck and Rinky, being the 
true companion she is, is careful not to point out the flaws in our plans. She is happy instead to sit by our side and offer 
encouragement for the small price of a pat on the head.

ABV 5.8

United States

Hopfen Weiss TimeStyle ABV

United States

Sproose 2 TimeStyle American Double / Imperial IPA

Domestic base malts and continental Munich malts. Brewed with locally harvested spruce. Intense pine with a moderate 
malt profile.  Reminiscent of the essence of pine wafting in the breeze as you stroll through the forest on a cool, crisp 
winter's evening'What? Really? Lothar (The Biterâ€•) would sooner, well bite you, then listen to you extol the virtues of 
the pine forest. This Black Husky innovation is not so subtle â€“ and it's not meant to be. Brewed with locally harvested 
spruce tips and tracking in at 103 IBUs this aggressive double IPA won't leave you wondering if you caught a whiff of 
pine; rather you'll know you bulldozed through the forest and came out on the other side â€“ the dark side â€“ the Black 
Husky side.

ABV 8.6

United States

Brasserie d'Achouffe Table 36Houffalize RÃ©gion wallon

Houblon Chouffe TimeStyle

The gnomes of Fairyland may be little, but they have big, very big, personalities. HOUBLON CHOUFFE matches their 
impish spirits. All gnomes, with their innate good taste, are in full agreement about HOUBLON CHOUFFE, which is 
flavoured by three different types of hops. This India Pale Ale is appreciated for its pronounced bitterness combined with 
the fruity tones of traditional Achouffe beers: it softens the strongest of characters.

ABV 9

Belgium



Brasserie Nationale Table 13Bascharage

Bofferding Lager Pils TimeStyle Euro Pale Lager

Imported golden and fizzy lager with a subtle hop bouquet.  The refreshing Bofferding Pils Lager is a light and well-
hopped German Pilsner-style beer.  The brewing water comes from Bofferding's own well and it takes more than six 
weeks to create this bottom-fermented beer with a restrained hop aroma. The Pils Lager is brewed according to the 500-
year-old German purity law and exclusively features pure malt, hops and yeast.  With no preservatives or additives, the 
Pils Lager is a 100% natural beer.   A pure social lubricant.   First imported to the U.S. in August 2014.

ABV 4.8

Luxembourg 

Bofferding Tripel Ale TimeStyle Tripel

Imported Tripel style, bottle fermented and naturally cloudy beer.  The distrinct Bofferding Triple is a strong Belgium-
style beer, unfiltered and refermented in the bottle.  The sophisticated taste is dominated by fruity notes not usually 
found in such a strong beer. The full aroma of the Saaz hops further enhances this beer's nobility while the top-
fermenting yeast adds yet more fizz to this unique taste experience. A typical connoisseur's beer.  First imported to the 
U.S. in November 2015.

ABV 8

Luxembourg 

Fruit Ale TimeStyle Fruit / Vegetable Beer

Imported light-red lager with the fresh taste of cherries and plums....  The sweet Bofferding Fruit Ale was created for 
people who prefer mild beers without an intensive hop aroma.  Light, fizzy and fruity, the Fruit Ale has the lush, sweet 
taste of cherries and plums embedded in a light body and enlivened by aromas of malt.  The red fruit juice is added 
before fermentation resulting in a clear, rose color with a lasting pink head.   Special, interesting and highly drinkable.  
  
First imported to the U.S. in April 2016. 

ABV 4.3

Luxembourg 

Brauerei Ayinger Table 37

Celebrator TimeStyle

(Also reported at 7.3%) Celebrator has a creamy head of tight bubbles contrasting beautifully with its profound dark 
robe. It is full-bodied and velvety from half a year's aging. Although it is strong, it is not overpowering. There is a 
wonderful and complex balance between the various malts, the alcohol and the subtle hops. A complex fruitiness of 
roasted malt and whole hop flowers make Celebrator great as a party drink with friends and family at celebrations. 
Despite its richness, it has a faintly smoky dryness in the finish.  A beer that has a dominant malty taste. This beer's 
origins  in a monk's recipe are reflected in its heartiness. The Pope  of Beers, Conrad Seidl, describes it as: Almost 
black with  a very slight red tone, a sensational, festive foam and truly extraordinary fragrance that at first summons up 
visions of greaves lard. The first taste is of mild fullness with an accompanying coffee tone, which becomes more 
dominant  with the aftertaste. There is very little of the sweetness that is frequently to be tasted with doppelbock 
beer.'The Ayinger Celebrator has been ranked among the best beers of the world by the Chicago Testing Institute 
several times and has won numerous platinum medals..

ABV 6.7

Brenner Brewing Co. Table 14Milwaukee WI

Blame the Sun TimeStyle ABV

United States

City Fox Pale Ale TimeStyle American Pale Ale

This session ale has a simple grist of just 2-Row and Caramel 20 malts so we can showcase the fruit and citrus that 
come naturally from the Mosaic hops and fermenting this beer at elevated temperatures in an open fermentation tank. 
We hope you love it as much as we do.

ABV 5.1

United States



Brenner Brewing Co. Table 14Milwaukee WI

Juicy Booty Boogie TimeStyle Mixed-Fermentation Sour

Kettle soured with two strains of lacto and yogurt then put in Cabernet barrels with brett.

ABV

United States

Brouwerij Kees Table 364338 PS Middel

Export Porter 1750 TimeStyle English Porter

Export Porter 1750 is a sturdy Russian Imperial Stout. Brewed to an old English recipe from 1750. Dark, almost black in 
color. Heavy malty and the scent notes of coffee and bitter chocolate. The name of Empress Catherine II of Russia is 
inseparable from the style. Her said she would have ordered would have been particularly keen on British goods and 
hence the massive import of it. "

ABV 10.5

Netherlands

Central Waters Brewing Co. Table 10Amherst WI

Bourbon Barrel Vanilla Stout TimeStyle American Double / Imperial Stout

A Bourbon barrel-aged Imperial Stout with whole Madagascar Vanilla Beans.

ABV 9.5

United States

Cassian Sunset TimeStyle American Double / Imperial Stout

An Imperial Stout aged in Bourbon barrels with Cinnamon, Coffee, and Vanilla.

ABV 10.5

United States

Caught in the Rain TimeStyle American IPA

An American IPA brewed with a boatload of fresh pineapple and toasted coconut.

ABV 7

United States

HHG APA TimeStyle American Pale Ale

Inspired by the music of Wisconsin bluegrass band Horseshoes & Hand Grenades, this Citra and Mosaic hopped 
"Americana" Pale Ale is best enjoyed with friends old and new while playing or dancing to your favorite tunes. Let's make 
some memories today!

ABV 5.3

United States

Honey Blonde Ale TimeStyle American Blonde Ale

A light-bodied Ale brewed with copious amounts of honey from our friends at Hauke Honey in Marshfield, WI

ABV 4.6

United States

Peruvian Morning TimeStyle American Double / Imperial Stout

A Bourbon Barrel aged Imperial Stout made with freshly roasted Emy J's Coffee. This beer is as complex as it gets. 
Flavors of vanilla, tannins, and coffee meld together to create a flavor as deep as the ravines of the Peruvian Andes!

ABV 8.5

United States

Summarillo India Style Pale Lager TimeStyle American Pale Lager

Our expression of summer, this Amarillo dry hopped lager is the perfect beer for a warm summer day. Crisp and dry with 
the not so subtle character of Amarillo hops, this unique beer is able to satisfy your thirst on a hot day, and your hop fix!

ABV 5.2

United States



City Lights Brewing Co. Table 17Milwaukee WI

Coconut Porter TimeStyle American Porter

Bright, pleasing malt character is cradled in a soft, cushiony, smooth mouthfeel that glides easily down the throat at each 
swallow. Lip-smacking hints of coffee and chocolate readily move across the tongue, as the dark body gives up its 
aromatic coconut roastedness. The addition of Madagascar Vanilla comes through in the finish to round out the 
sweetness of this delicious beer.

ABV 5.3

United States

IPA TimeStyle American IPA

So much time and effort goes into crafting this delicious beer; it'd be a shame to not do your drinking experience justice 
without the proper glass. The Craft Master Tumbler is designed to concentrate the brilliant hop aroma right to your nose 
and to maintain the proper head so your beer drinking experience is everything it was designed to be.

ABV 7

United States

Mexican Lager TimeStyle

Subtle sweetness. Hints of lime with a crisp finish!

ABV 4.8

United States

Delafield Brewhaus Table 21Delafield

Bourbon Barrel Aged Okauchee Sc TimeStyle Scotch Ale / Wee Heavy ABV 9.5

United States

Delooz-N-It Grand Cru TimeStyle Belgian Strong Dark Ale

A dark brown medium bodied Belgian style ale. This beer has a spicy flavor and is a nice winter warmer.

ABV 7.5

United States

Frahlingzeit Maibock TimeStyle Maibock / Helles Bock ABV 6.5

United States

Grapefruit IPA TimeStyle American IPA

A crisp session IPA made with the addition of refreshing grapefruit.

ABV 5

United States

Mango Sunset Lager TimeStyle Fruit / Vegetable Beer

A light bodied lager made with 100% real fruit.

ABV 4

United States

Dogfish Head Table 35Rehoboth Beac DE

Olde School Barleywine TimeStyle American Barleywine

Bold, yet smooth! Fermented with dates and figs, this bone-crushing barleywine has a unique flavor.

ABV 15



Eagle Park Brewing Co. Table 29Milwaukee WI

Goon Juice TimeStyle ABV

Loop Station Golden Ale TimeStyle

Brewed with hints of Agave Nectar, Lime Peel, and Sea Salt this refreshingly addictive beer is your jam.  What makes 
Loop Station catchy? A smooth melody, bright aroma, and crisp drinkability. It's a beer you'll want to put on repeat.

ABV 4.8

Set List IPAÂ  TimeStyle American IPA

Brewed to get you through your set in one piece, Set List IPA is liquid proof that big flavor and aroma can come in a 
sessionable, easy drinking, package. With three separate hop varietals and three malts, this beer has a hop forward 
flavor profile of citrus, tropical fruit, and hints of pine.

ABV 5.6

Epic Brewing Company Table 26Salt Lake City UT

New England IPA TimeStyle American IPA

These juicy, hazy, hop bombs are packed to the brim with flavor. In fact, we've been downright irresponsible when it 
comes to hop utilization. Our brewers have been experimenting with everything from lupulin powder, to massive hop 
backs, exploring the flavor synergies of fermentation hopping, and literally cramming in more dry hops than our tanks 
can even hold. Our New England-Style IPA rotates through different recipes and hop charges as we source new and 
interesting hop verities.

ABV 7.3

United States

Fifth Ward Brewery Project Table 12Oshkosh WI

842 Pale Ale TimeStyle American Pale Ale

842 is a modern take on the classic American pale ale. We start with a very small bitter hop addition of Magnum during 
the beginning of the boil. During the final whirlpool stage of the the boil however, we throw in a ton of northwestern "C" 
hops to get as much fruity, crisp citrus flavor and aroma as we can. We then dry hop the bejeezus out of it with more 
citrus forward hops. A touch of caramel malt gives the grainy back bone just enough assertiveness to balance the huge 
hop character in this beer. We ferment this one bone dry to keep it clean and easy drinking while letting those big citrus 
aromas shine. Hop lovers rejoice!

ABV 6

Burl Brown TimeStyle American Brown Ale

Burl Brown starts with a robust base of 60% toasty British Maris Otter malt. We then added a hefty dose of flaked oats to 
add a silky smooth mouthfeel to this brown ale. The addition of 40L caramel malt contributes to the toffee notes while 
the Carafa Special II and Chocolate malt give the beer its deep mahogany color. Molasses and whole cinnamon sticks 
are added during whirlpool, adding an extra layer of spice, toffee, and woody complexity

ABV 5.9

Comb & Crocus TimeStyle American Pale Wheat Ale

Comb & Crocus is floral wheat ale brewed with just under 50% White Wheat malt, giving it its huge fresh cracked wheat 
character that this style of beer is known and loved for. We added just a touch of caramel 10L malt to round out the malt 
flavor. The kettle is dosed with 10lbs./bbl of floral clover honey. Magnum hops are used in the boil to contribute a clean 
crisp light bitterness while floral wilamette hops are added to the whirlpool. The beer is then conditioned on just the right 
amount of saffron threads, giving the whole beer a delicious complimentary floral note.

ABV 5.8



Fifth Ward Brewery Project Table 12Oshkosh WI

Razz Hands TimeStyle Cream Ale

A clean and slightly sweet cream ale made with pilsner malt and flaked oatmeal acts as the stage for red raspberries 
and Madagascar Bourbon Vanilla to perform on. This supremely drinkable and flavorful beer is the perfect companion 
for lounging on the patio.

ABV 6.3

Two Man Job TimeStyle Oatmeal Stout ABV 8.7

Founders Brewing Co. Table 3Grand Rapids MI

All Day IPA TimeStyle Session Beer

The beer you've been waiting for. Keeps your taste satisfied while keeping your senses sharp. An all day IPA naturally 
brewed with a complex array of malts, grains, and hops. Balanced for optimal aromatics and a clean finish. The perfect 
reward for an honest day's work and the ultimate companion for celebrating life's simple pleasures.

ABV 4.7

Canadian Breakfast Stout (CBS) TimeStyle American Double / Imperial Stout

Canadian Breakfast Stout is an Imperial Stout brewed with a blend of coffees and imported chocolates, then aged in 
spent bourbon barrels that have most recently been aging pure Michigan maple syrup.

ABV 11.7

Green Zebra TimeStyle Gose

Subtly sour and a little sweet, this ale is a refreshing take on a nearly extinct German style, gose. Watermelon is the 
highlight of this lightly-hopped treat and gives it a hint of satisfying juiciness. The soft mouthfeel and dry finish comes 
courtesy of the addition of sea salt, a traditional gose ingredient.

ABV 4.6

KBS TimeStyle American Double / Imperial Stout

An imperial stout brewed with a massive amount of coffee and chocolates, then cave-aged in oak bourbon barrels for an 
entire year.

ABV 11.8

PC Pils TimeStyle German Pilsener

Pleasantly crisp, perfectly clean and profoundly crushable, PC Pils uses our favorite American hops making this 
Founders' take on the classic Pilsner.

ABV 5.5

Solid Gold TimeStyle Light Lager

Our brewery was built on an attitude of no regrets. An attitude of taking risks to bring the best beer possible to our fellow 
renegades and rebels. Never brewing to style, but always brewing what we want to drink. Our take on a classic, Solid 
Gold is a drinkable premium lager brewed with the highest quality ingredients. Challenging what a lager can be? That's 
something we won't regret.

ABV 4.4



Funk Factory Geuzeria Table 28Madison WI

Cherry Meerts TimeStyle ABV 6

United States

Meerts TimeStyle

Meerts is a nearly forgotten style underneath the lambic umbrella category.  Meerts, meaning March, is the low alcohol 
(2-4%) "table" or "field" beer traditionally made from the second runnings of lambic's turbid mash. I refer to it as Lambic's 
baby brother. Recently it has been resurrected in Belgium by Boon (who supplies Tilquin's) and Cantillon, though there is 
very little information as to how exactly these breweries are producing their Meerts today.  Still fascinated by what this 
style of beer could look like, this year we dedicated a brew day to Meerts, and in February filled 2 foeders. I believe we 
are the first to make Meerts in the US. To make it, we essentially took our turbid mash recipe and scaled it down to 
target 4%, and slashed the amount of hops since Meerts traditionally received the post boil spent hops from lambic.

ABV 4

United States

Good City Brewing Co Table 4Milwaukee

Leo TimeStyle Witbier

As the lion on Belgium's Coat of Arms Leo represents independence. Similarly, this Belgian style wheat showcases 
Hallertau Blanc hops, orange peel, and coriander for a decisive break from the Wisconsin cold. Embrace Summer. Seek 
the Good.

ABV 5

United States

Motto TimeStyle American Pale Ale

We knew what kind of beer we wanted to be about and went to great lengths to source the hop to make it happen. The 
result is a single malt/single hop brew with Crisp Pale Ale malt and Mosaic hops. Character of juicy tropical fruit and 
resinous pine undertone. Stand for something. Seek the Good.

ABV 5.2

United States

Pils TimeStyle Czech Pilsener

A fresh take on a style that Milwaukee was built on. Brewed with classic Bohemian lager yeast and US Pils malt for a 
crisp, clean tone that is light-colored and light-bodied. Assertively hopped with German Tettnang and Saphir hops. Know 
where you come from and where you are going. Seek the Good.

ABV 5.2

United States

Rye Barrel-Aged Lord Lyon TimeStyle Scotch Ale / Wee Heavy ABV 8.8

United States

Goose Island Beer Co. Table 46Chicago IL

Bourbon County Brand Stout TimeStyle American Double / Imperial Stout

Originally brewed in honor of the 1000th batch at our original Clybourn brewpub. A liquid as dark and dense as a black 
hole with thick foam the color of a bourbon barrel. The nose is an intense mix of charred oak, chocolate, vanilla, caramel 
and smoke. One sip has more flavor than your average case of beer.

ABV 14.1

Brasserie Noir TimeStyle American Double / Imperial Stout

Brasserie Noir is a barrel-aged imperial stout aged in wet cabernet barrels for up to 12 months. Dried fruit aromas and 
vanilla and currant tones frame the flavors of Brasserie Noir. This Imperial Stout balances malty sweetness with sharp 
acidity imparted by a twelve month aging process in Cabernet barrels.

ABV 11.3



Goose Island Beer Co. Table 46Chicago IL

Cooper Series #1 TimeStyle Scotch Ale / Wee Heavy

Bourbon Barrel Aged Scotch Ale

ABV 8.7

Gillian TimeStyle Saison / Farmhouse Ale

Inspired by an amuse bouche often prepared by the wife of one of our brewers, Gillian brings white pepper, strawberry, 
and honey to a harmonious blend. Partially aged in wine barrels, this Belgian style farmhouse ale is slightly tart and 
pleasantly sweet in a refreshingly effervescent body.

ABV 9.5

Halia TimeStyle American Wild Ale

Halia is a farmhouse ale aged in wine barrels with whole peaches, resulting in bright, effervescent fruit notes in a soft, 
hazy body that finishes slightly tart and sweet with the pleasant character of ripe, juicy peaches. Literally meaning 
remembrance of a loved one'in Hawaiian, Halia was brewed in memory of the dear friend of one of our brewers who 
loved peaches.  Malts: Pilsner, 2-Row & Torrified Wheat Hops: Amarillo

ABV 7.5

Juliet TimeStyle American Wild Ale

American Wild Ale with Blackberries. Fermented with wild yeasts and aged in red wine barrels with blackberries, Juliet is 
a tart, fruity, complex ale. Notes of wood, tannin, dark fruit and spice make Juliet an ideal beer to suggest to Pinot Noir 
enthusiasts and beer drinkers who are fond of Belgian sour ales. 

ABV 8

Madame Rose TimeStyle American Wild Ale

Brown Ale aged in French oak Cabernet Sauvignon barrels with the addition of Michigan cherries and heavily inoculated 
with Brettanomyces.

ABV 6.7

Hanssens Artisanaal Table 36

Oude Kriek TimeStyle Lambic - Fruit

Lambic aged on cherries

ABV 6

Karben4 Brewing Table 6Madison WI

Block Party TimeStyle American Amber / Red Ale

The amber you've always wanted. Crisp and clean, but full of flavor: milk caramel, toasted biscuit, and sweet wheat. A 
medium-bodied brew that has character yet remains an all-game drinker that always satisfies, never disappoints, and 
plays well with many types of food. 

ABV 5.6

United States

Fantasy Factory TimeStyle American IPA

Hopheads crusade on a heroic quest for the holy grail of India Pale Ales. The subconscious composes paradisiacal 
scenes of malty waves crashing on a ripe lupulin landscape cascading hop flavors and aromas in profuse abundance. 
With humble confidence we offer this brew as fantasy made reality. Balanced in every detail and gushing resinous, 
exceptional citrus flavors and aromas that collaborate with soft bready notes surrendered from premium English golden 
malted barley, this beer is a tropical dreamscape. Epic. 

ABV 6.3

United States



Karben4 Brewing Table 6Madison WI

Idiot Farm TimeStyle American Double / Imperial IPA

Fruit juice hop sap. Mosaic, Citra, Simcoe. 4.3# hops/bbl

ABV 8.3

United States

Lady Luck Imperial Red Ale TimeStyle Irish Red Ale

Brewed as an interpretation of Bordeaux wine translated into beer, this is more than just a beer to satisfy and soothe- it's 
an emotional experience. Deepest ruby red and filled with a symphony of malt flavors including caramel, toffee, raisins, 
and currants that finish with a simple hint of roast and chocolate tones lingering like a half-remembered dream. This 
gentle giant, balanced with English hops, dominates all senses without destroying the palate. Sexy as hell.  

ABV 7.5

United States

Lakefront Brewery Table 40Milwaukee

Eastside Dark TimeStyle Munich Dunkel Lager

Honoring the eclectic East Side of the city, this Bavarian dark lager is a blend of three specialty grains, creating a rich, 
smooth, dark beer that anyone can enjoy.   Pours a clear, dark color with a nice off-white head. Hints of roasted malts 
find their way into the aroma, and form a pleasant background to the dark, rich flavor. The German lager yeast rounds 
out this brew with a smooth, complex finish. It's art in brewed form!

ABV 5.6

Fixed Gear TimeStyle American Amber / Red Ale

This West Coast style American red ale has big floral and citrus aroma up front. Major caramel malt flavors paired with a 
hoppy, citrusy bite gives this beer an ATTITUDE!

ABV 6.8

Klisch Pilsner TimeStyle Czech Pilsener

Our take on the Czech pilsner. Smooth, full-bodied, a mild Saaz hop presence, and that classic crisp pilsner finish.

ABV 5.4

My Turn #026: Kenny TimeStyle Scotch Ale / Wee Heavy

Kenny is a Cellarman here at Lakefront. He moves finished beer to get packaged, then cleans and preps the newly-
emptied fermenter for the next brew. Kenny works up an appetite working his tail off in the cellars. He canâ€”by his own 
admittanceâ€”house outrageous amounts of food, so for his My Turnâ„¢, he wanted a big, chewy Scotch Ale. Expect a 
deep, dark brown pour, moderate roasted malt aroma, and caramel flavor that just won't quit. Just don't expect to finish 
a 10-pound burger, too, unless you're Kenny.

ABV 9

Whizzo with Orange Peel TimeStyle American Double / Imperial IPA

Whizzo double IPA with orange peel added in the cask

ABV

Lift Bridge Brewing Co. Table 27Stillwater MN

Commander TimeStyle English Barleywine

English Barleywine ale brewed with heave fists of malt and subtle, sweet Cardamom. Aged in Bourbon barrels.

ABV 12.5

United States



Lift Bridge Brewing Co. Table 27Stillwater MN

Farm Girl Saison TimeStyle Saison / Farmhouse Ale

One of the owners wives requested an easy drinking session beer that could be enjoyed year round and the name is 
attributed to her 'Farm Girl' heritage as well as the heritage of the style. This pale golden, Belgian-influenced ale is for 
everyone: Farm Girl, wannabe Farm Girl. In the Belgian Farmhouse tradition, this brew has a dry malt finish and a 
spiciness that only Belgian yeasts can create. Smooth and well rounded... this one can please anyone in any situation, 
whether you are on the water, in the sun, or hiding from winter's chill. Available year round.

ABV 6

United States

Hop Dish IPA TimeStyle American IPA

Envision boats cruising the scenic riverways generating waves of hops which is the experience on the palate. This 
aggressively hopped IPA awakens the senses with aromas of citrus, fruit, and pine but will bombard your taste buds with 
hops, a subtle malt sweetness and notes of caramel that will put a smile on your face. Availability: Year round.

ABV 7.5

United States

Lion's Tail Brewing Table 25

Boundary Waters TimeStyle American Pale Lager

Crisp, clean, and refreshingly nostalgic- Boundary Waters Lager rides the Canadian border with a soft malt sweetness 
and a perfectly balanced crispy noble hop finish. This style of lager is unique in that it relies on Canadian Brewers' 
maltose (and not rice or corn) to deliver clean, smooth body without being overly malty

ABV 5

Juice Cloud TimeStyle

Brewed to minimize bitterness, and maximize delicious juicy Citra Hop flavors. Big doses of oats and wheat deliver nice 
mouthfeel and leave a lovely cloud of haze. Double dry-hopped with Citra hops leaving a clean, tropical fruit, juicy finish

ABV 6.7

Kula Wheat TimeStyle American Pale Wheat Ale

Hawaiian for "Golden" perfectly describes our American wheat ale. Crisp and refreshing, this hazy wheat is lightly 
hopped with Tettnanger and fermented with 125 fresh, ripe pineapples. 

ABV 5.6

Rocket Red IPA TimeStyle American IPA

"Rocket Red" IPA. Featuring Cascade and Amarillo hops, this red balances light malty sweetness with citrus and tropical 
fruit hoppiness.

ABV 6.3

Maui Brewing Co. Table 35Lahaina HI

Imperial Coconut Porter TimeStyle American Porter

2016 GABF Gold Winner for Field Beer - Our Imperial Coconut Porter is a stronger version of robust porter spiced with 
all natural toasted coconut. It is black in color and crowned with a creamy, dark tan head. It begins with a malty-toasted-
coconut aroma followed by a rich, silky mouthfeel with tastes of dark malt, chocolate, and hints of coffee. TCHO cocoa 
nibs were blended with the toasted coconut during the maturation process to intensify the aroma of coconut and dark 
chocolate. 

ABV 9.4

United States

Miller Valley Brewing Table 22Milwaukee WI

Frankenberry TimeStyle Fruit / Vegetable Beer

Choc. Barrel-Aged Raspberry Porter w/Cocoa Nibs

ABV 7

United States



Miller Valley Brewing Table 22Milwaukee WI

Hard Ride TimeStyle American Strong Ale

Triple barrel aged strong ale

ABV 9.8

United States

Milwaukee Brewing Compan Table 2

Gin Barrel Aged O-Gii TimeStyle Witbier

Our unique Imperial Wit, O-Gii, infused with organic green tea and ginger gets a monster kick in the pants from aging in 
Rehorst Reserve Gin barrels from our friends at Great Lakes Distillery. These rare gin barrels with their rich botanicals 
of juniper, chamomile and orange compliment the already complex flavors in O-Gii. Hints of wood and vanilla round out 
the finish. Smooth, mellow and warming, this is a rare treat.

ABV 10

Hop Happy TimeStyle American IPA

A pound and a half of citrusy hops per barrel is rounded out by oats in the mash, it adds a little bit of sweetness but also 
creates a little bit of a heavier mouthfeel.

ABV 7.5

Louie's Resurrection TimeStyle American Amber / Red Ale

Gold Medal Winner at 2014 Festival of Barrel Aged Beer. Louie's Demise Amber Ale aged in a bourbon barrel. What 
makes Resurrection unique is the two months of aging in fresh Bourbon Barrels, the barrels contribute a warm, smooth 
flavor that comes from the bourbon soaked oak. Louie's Resurrection has a copper/amber hue with a sweet apricot and 
malt aroma. Caramel, vanilla, bourbon, and some roasted malt flavor are well balanced.

ABV 10.2

Outboard TimeStyle Cream Ale

The simplicity of this classic American style has only a handful of ingredients. The few ingredients we use leave little 
room for error, although the recipe is straight forward, mistakes will be very noticeable. 

ABV 5

New Glarus Brewing Co. Table 24New Glarus

Cran-Bic TimeStyle Lambic - Fruit ABV 6

United States

R&D Vintage 2016 TimeStyle Gueuze

Souring beers since 1994.  This American Sour has already cellared one year in this bottle.  Sour blonde citrus funk 
balanced by aged hops and notes of oak picked up during the barrel aged fermentation.

ABV 5

United States

Stone Soup TimeStyle Belgian Pale Ale

Who is qualified to judge one's contribution? Is it the pure Wisconsin barley malt or shall credit be given to traditional 
German and English hops? Maybe it is the Belgian Monastic yeast or the Brewer's tender care?  Combined, this is a 
sophisticated Abbey style ale. Both elegant and drinkable this ale is cleanly aromatic with spicy notes of clove and 
ginger. Crisp and fragrant up front while gracefully sliding into warm malt notes at the finish. Fermented naturally in this 
bottle, the beer in your hand is a living testament to the value of many working together to create something bigger than 
the individual parts. Moving a mountain begins with a single stone.  Cheers, Daniel and Deborah Carey

ABV 5.3

United States



New Glarus Brewing Co. Table 24New Glarus WI

Totally Naked TimeStyle American Pale Lager

Pure and crisp this is a beer with nothing to hide. Wisconsin two-row barley malt ensures a mellow and smooth body. 
We imported Noble Hop varieties from Germany and the Czech Republic to ensure a fine mature aroma with no coarse 
bitterness. Expect this beer to pour a delicate golden hue that sparkles in the summer sun. This lager is brewed using all 
natural ingredients with no artificial additives of any kind. Kick back, relax and enjoy the simple unadorned flavor. This is 
beer at its most basic.

ABV 4.25

United States

Wisconsin Belgian Red TimeStyle Fruit / Vegetable Beer

This beer is brewed with whole Montmorency Cherries, Wisconsin Farmed Wheat and Belgian Roasted Barleys, lagered 
in oak tanks and balanced by Hallertau hops we aged in our brewery one full year. Over a pound of Door County 
Cherries in every bottle makes this beer uniquely "Wisconsin." Expect this beer to be ruby red, with a medium body that 
is highly carbonated and intense with cherry flavor and bouquet. 

ABV 4

United States

Odd Side Ales Table 34

Dank Juice TimeStyle American IPA

This is our take on an N.E. IPA. Low bitterness gives way to juicy hops and a smooth, creamy, hazy beer.

ABV 7

One Barrel Brewing Co. Table 26Madison WI

Commuter Kolsch TimeStyle Kolsch ABV 4.8

O'so Brewing Co. Table 5Plover

Mango Groove TimeStyle Berliner Weissbier

Infectious Groove kettle sour with mango.

ABV 4.8

United States

Margroovita TimeStyle Gose ABV

United States

Potosi Brewing Co. Table 7Potosi

Czech Style Pilsner TimeStyle Czech Pilsener

Czech Style Pilsener is a lager made the authentic ingredients; Saaz hops, Pilsener malt, Czech yeast. It's a lighter 
bodied beer that is exceptionally easy to drink. It has mild to medium bitter flavor with a crisp finish. Available year round 
is bottles and on tap.

ABV 5.5

United States

Hopsmith TimeStyle American Double / Imperial IPA

Hopsmith is a robust and unapologetically hop-forward brew. The healthy delivery of its clean bittering hops against its 
soft malt canvas and just the right amount of body are accented by a tropical citrus aroma and a hint of pine while flaked 
barley smooths the transition towards its silky dry finish.

ABV 9.1

United States



Potosi Brewing Co. Table 7Potosi WI

Riverside Radler TimeStyle Hefeweizen

This juicy hefeweizen boasts a slightly sweet, mostly tart, always refreshing blend of a light bodied wheat ale and zesty 
grapefruit. Best enjoyed on the riverside!

ABV 4.2

United States

Steamboat Shady TimeStyle Fruit / Vegetable Beer

Aboard the steamship Potosi, day trippers traveled while beer was delivered from port to port. The beer you hold recalls 
those sweet summer days. Light bodied, slightly sweet and clearly refreshing. Blended with 100% pure lemon juice and 
real cane sugar.

ABV 4.2

United States

Prairie Artisan Ales Table 34Tulsa OK

Deconstructed Bomb! Cacao Nibs TimeStyle American Double / Imperial Stout

Imperial Stout Aged on Cacao Nibs

ABV 13

United States

Deconstructed Bomb! Chili Pepper TimeStyle American Double / Imperial Stout

Imperial Stout Aged on Chili Peppers

ABV 13

United States

Deconstructed Bomb! Coffee TimeStyle American Double / Imperial Stout

Imperial Stout Aged on Coffee

ABV 13

United States

Deconstructed Bomb! Vanilla TimeStyle American Double / Imperial Stout

Imperial Stout Aged on Vanilla

ABV 13

United States

Raised Grain Brewing Comp Table 1Waukesha WI

Black Walnut Coffee Stout TimeStyle American Double / Imperial Stout

A rich combination unlocked by just a dash of Colombian Los Naranjos coffee, roasted just down the road at Hawthorne 
Coffee Roasters. Our Black Walnut Belgian Imperial Stout plunges deeper into the dark unexplored depths of flavor. 

ABV 10.5

United States

Driftwood Porter TimeStyle American Porter ABV 6.5

United States

Paradocs Red TimeStyle American Amber / Red Ale

Our Imperial Red is the brew that started it all for Raised Grain. It's a full-bodied beer with a bright hop aroma and initial 
caramel notes that are enlightened by a slightly citrus, acidic finish. This beer springs from the Scottish pedigree and 
Belgian royalty of our two brewers. This beer ales what cures you

ABV 8.7

United States



Raised Grain Brewing Comp Table 1Waukesha WI

Tripel Bypass TimeStyle Tripel

This is a drier Belgian, still sweet on an absolute scale, but less so than their other triples

ABV 8.2

United States

Riverside Brewery & Restau Table 8

Holy Hill Abbey Dubbel TimeStyle Dubbel ABV 9

Killer Kolsch TimeStyle ABV

Old Man Smitty's Irish Stout TimeStyle Irish Dry Stout ABV 4.25

Rock Bottom - Milwaukee Table 18Milwaukee WI

Ceveza de Mayo TimeStyle American Adjunct Lager

Red lager

ABV

Fallen Angel Abbey Dubbel TimeStyle Dubbel ABV 7

Samuel Smith Brewery Table 34Tadcaster, Nort

Organic Chocolate TimeStyle Milk / Sweet Stout

Ingredients: Water; Organic malted barley; Organic cane sugar; Yeast; Organic hops; Organic cocoa extract; Carbon 
dioxide Brewed with well water (the original well, sunk in 1758, is still in use with the hard well water being drawn from 
85 feet underground), the gently roasted organic cocoa extract impart a delicious, smooth and creamy character, with 
inviting deep flavours and a delightful finish - this is a marriage of satisfying stout and luxurious chocolate. 

ABV 5

United Kingdom

Organic Strawberry TimeStyle Fruit / Vegetable Beer

The small and historical All Saints Brewery is located in Stamford, Lincolnshire - a region famous for excellent fruit. The 
Samuel Smith's Organic Fruit Beers are brewed and fermented there, then transferred to Samuel Smith's Brewery, in 
Tadcaster, for conditioning, aging, and packaging. The complex multiple yeast strains used to ferment these beers lead 
to a beautiful marriage with pure, rich Certified Organic fruit. Tasting notes: Strawberries offer a soft and subtle flavour, 
making the character of this fruit beer extremely sophisticated and refined. The smooth malt and aromatic strawberry 
flavours merge together in an elegant fashion, with the fresh flavours of ripe strawberries shining through. 

ABV 5.1

United Kingdom



Schlenkerla Table 37Bamberg

Aecht Schlenkerla Helles Lagerbier TimeStyle Munich Helles Lager

Schlenkerla Helles'is brewed with fine Bavarian aroma hops from the area around the city of Narnberg. It's lagered in 
century old caves underneath the historic Schlenkerla brewery and maltings. Schlenkerla Helles is boiled in the same 
copper kettles and bottom fermented by the same yeast as the historic Schlenkerla Smokebeer. Its subtle smokiness 
without using smoke malt makes Helles Schlenkerla Lager'a unique representative of the classic lager beer style 
Bavarian Hellesâ€•. Editor's note: Since this is not intended as a smoked beer, and is not billed as such, it has been 
classed here as a Helles, despite some samples having residual smoke character.

ABV 4.3

Germany

Shiner Table 26Shiner TX

Black Lager TimeStyle Schwarzbier

A Bohemian Black Lager is a rare and delicious style of beer, referred to in Germany as "Schwarzbier". Shiner 
Bohemian Black Lager remains true to this old-world style by using imported Czech Saaz and Styrains Hops and select 
roasted malts to make it our darkest beer. First brewed to commemorate our 97th anniversary, this Bohemian Black 
Lager remains true to the old-world heritage of the German and Czech immigrants that settled Shiner. Prosit! 

ABV 4.9

Sierra Nevada Table 32Fletcher NC

Hazy Little Thing TimeStyle

As brewers, we get the privilege to sample our beers straight from the tanks in all their raw glory. Some beers need a 
little polishing to get ready to go out into the world, while othersâ€”the hop-heavy, rowdy, crowd-pleasersâ€”should just 
be left alone. We wanted to share this brewery-only treat with you, so we present this Hazy Little Thing, our unfiltered, 
unprocessed IPA, straight from the tanks and into the can.

ABV 6.7

Kellerweiss TimeStyle Hefeweizen

One of the only American Hefeweizens made using the traditional Bavarian style of open fermentation. This difficult and 
labor-intensive technique adds uncommon depth and flavor complexity. A deeply flavorful hazy-golden hefeweizen, it is 
refreshing and perfect for a sunny day

ABV 4.8

Otra Vez Gose With Lime & Agave TimeStyle Gose

We combined the classic flavors of lime and blue agave nectar in a tart gose-style beer for the ultimate answer to the 
heavy heat of the day. The bright lime flavor helps wake up the palate while the mild sweetness of the agave rounds out 
the tangy zip of the citrus fruit. Light and refreshing, this all-new Otra Vez will have you calling for another round.

ABV 4.9

Pale Ale TimeStyle American Pale Ale

Our most popular beer, Sierra Nevada Pale Ale is a delightful interpretation of a classic style. It has a deep amber color 
and an exceptionally full-bodied, complex character. Generous quantities of premium Cascade hops give the Pale Ale its 
fragrant bouquet and spicy flavor.

ABV 5.6

Solemn Oath Brewery Table 41Naperville IL

End All TimeStyle American IPA

Sunshine-colored with haze for days, this IPA boasts a juicy, tropical fruit hop aroma with a massive orange-citrus hop 
flavor.

ABV 6

United States



Solemn Oath Brewery Table 41Naperville IL

La TimeStyle Kolsch

A crisp, thirst-quenching, and refreshing German-style Ale featuring mellow malt sweetness balanced by a delicate 
spicy, floral hop profile and smooth, fruity ale yeast. Light-bodied and exceptionally sessionable

ABV 4.7

United States

Snaggletooth Bandana TimeStyle American IPA

Massive grapefruit, pineapple, and super-ripe mango aromatics burst out of this medium-bodied West Coast IPA. 
Assertive bitterness is balanced by a subtle malt sweetness and more citrusy fun. 

ABV 6.5

United States

Sprecher Brewery Table 11Glendale WI

Abbey Triple TimeStyle Tripel

A Belgian Trappist triple yeast culture balanced with the finest imported pale barley, Belgian aromatic malt and oats, 
gives this golden ale a fruity bouquet and a light refined taste. 

ABV 8.41

United States

Grapefruit Radler TimeStyle Fruit / Vegetable Beer

Refreshing Hefe Weiss with sweet and tart citrus flavors reminiscent of pink grapefruit.

ABV 4.3

United States

Hefe Weiss TimeStyle Hefeweizen

This coarse-filtered wheat ale is fermented with a German yeast culture for a refreshingly light spiciness and hints of 
citrus fruit. A cloudy appearance and an immense creamy head are characteristic of this lightly hopped Bavarian Brew. 

ABV 4.2

United States

Pilsner TimeStyle Czech Pilsener

Bohemian Style pilsner with Czech saaz hop

ABV 5

United States

St. Francis Brewery & Resta Table 9St. Francis

Gluttony: Maibock TimeStyle Maibock / Helles Bock

This straw/amber hued lager boasts the traditional sweetness up front, but is one of the most aggressively hopped beers 
in the bock family

ABV 7.15

United States

Golden Eye - PA TimeStyle American IPA ABV 5.9

United States

Stevens Point Brewery Table 23Stevens Point

Beach Pilot TimeStyle Fruit / Vegetable Beer

Point Beach Pilot Strawberry Wheat Ale is a hazy summer quencher brewed with white wheat malt and strawberry 
sweetness. Beach Pilot is all about fun times shared with friends. Hang loose with the moose.

ABV 5.5

United States



Stevens Point Brewery Table 23Stevens Point WI

Milkshake Malt Porter TimeStyle English Porter

Porter made with natural flavor added. Made with chocolate wheat malt, cocoa, topaz and tettnang hops.

ABV 5.5

United States

Whole Hog Six Hop IPA TimeStyle American Double / Imperial IPA

Whole Hog Imperial I.P.A. has a deep floral hop aroma combined with notes of baked citrus. Clean maltiness supports a 
dominant complexity of six varieties of hops and creates a solid mouthfeel. This gives way to a lingering finish of supple 
hop bitterness, tangy citrus fruit and robust malt. This is a delicious adventure and brilliant tribute to the historical I.P.A. 
Perfectly paired with grilled steak or chicken.

ABV 8.5

United States

Surly Brewing Co. Table 35Brooklyn Center MN

Darkness 2017 TimeStyle Russian Imperial Stout

This massive Russian Imperial Stout brings waves of flavors; chocolate, cherries, raisins, coffee, and toffee. We add a 
touch of hops to make this delicious brew even tastier.

ABV 12

United States

The Fermentorium Table 43Cedarburg WI

Frahlingsbock TimeStyle Maibock / Helles Bock

This malt forward strong lager brewed in German tradition is a celebration of the snow melting and the flowers blooming. 
Frahling is a German term for Spring'while Bock translates to Strongâ€•. Frahlingsbock's golden color and smooth 
flavor make this beer perfect for patio sitting, yardwork, or just a casual companion for whatever life throws at you.

ABV 7.6

United States

Golden Spiral TimeStyle Hefeweizen

Spring marks the return of this traditional Bavarian favorite. This golden, unfiltered beer will glisten in the sun as you are 
met with the pleasant aromas of banana and clove created by a unique strain of yeast. A crisp, flour-like body is created 
by using just the right amount of wheat, bringing together a beer perfectly suited for any situation.

ABV 5.3

United States

Juice Packets TimeStyle American IPA

This unfiltered IPA is packed with citrus forward hops to make it juicy yet approachable.  We then aggressively dry 
hopped it with more citrus hops to add an additional layer of fresh citrus and mild piney notes.  Please drink this beer 
fresh to enjoy the best possible flavors! Mmmmm juicy.

ABV 6.3

United States

Never A Frown TimeStyle American Brown Ale

Beam, grin, laugh, smirk, simper, but never a frown, when you taste our American brown ale. A toasty aroma, swirled 
with a touch of caramel, will excite your nose and begin to draw a smile on your face. Hints of chocolate and hidden 
coffee notes embrace your palate while the fruity El Dorado hops round out this blissful draft

ABV 4.7

United States

Third Space Brewing Table 42Milwaukee

Happy Place TimeStyle American Pale Ale

Bright hop aromas meet flavors of citrus, stone fruit, berries and passion fruit in this flavor-filled yet supremely balanced 
hoppy pale ale. A meticulously selected blend of malts allows the full hop flavors to shine while keeping this brew 
smooth and balanced. 

ABV 5.3

USA



Third Space Brewing Table 42Milwaukee WI

It Was All A Dream TimeStyle American IPA

If you don't know, now you know...Brewed with an awesome new and extremely limited experimental hop, Dream is 
super peachy with flavors of pineapple, passion fruit, and berry rounding it out. A slightly hazy complexion, mild 
bitterness, soft mouthfeel, and juicy hop flavors make this beer a dream from which you won't want to wake. This beer 
won't be around long so get it while it's good and plenty! 

ABV 7

USA

Java Blanca TimeStyle Cream Ale

Java Blanca is the second beer in our java series with our good friends and neighbors at Stone Creek Coffee. This 
coffee cream ale is full bodied and pleasantly sweet with a creamy mouth feel from the addition of oats to the mash. 
South American coffee beans, grown at high altitudes, add a sweet and acidic character to this beer along with strong 
coffee aromas and a subtle coffee bitterness in the finish.

ABV 7.3

USA

That's Gold! TimeStyle

That's Gold! is brewed in homage to the classic German Kolsch style with a nod to the golden ales of American craft 
heritage. Pilsner malt, malted in Milwaukee, takes center stage with just enough hops to create a balanced and very 
drinkable beer.

ABV 4.8

USA

Upland Brewing Co. Table 26Bloomington IN

Iridescent TimeStyle American Wild Ale

Iridescent is a tart, tropical, and refreshing blond sour ale. Aromas of apricot and ginger are followed by tart and tropical 
flavors after aging in wine barrels for 3-4 months.  This beer was developed through extensive experimentation by our 
brewers with different combinations of dried fruits and spices. The base beer is Basis which was inspired by the 
traditional brewing methods of Belgium lambic brewing aged for 3-4 months.

ABV 6

United States

Squeeze & Thank You TimeStyle American Pale Ale

Our 2nd side trail of the year is another exploration into the innovative East Coast style of Juicy'hop-forward beers. The 
goal of this style is to produce a beer that accentuates and magnifies all the best flavors of tropical/citrusy hop varieties 
while virtually eliminating the bitterness common of American IPAs and mimicking the appearance and creamy texture of 
a thick glass of orange juice. (Yes, it should be hazy. Very hazy. This is a byproduct of the process rather and a goal in 
and of itself.) The alcohol is restrained compared to many other examples of this style, placing Squeeze and Thank You 
into the excessively drinkable category of Juicy Pale Ale. This beer is at its best the day that it leaves the brewery.

ABV 5.8

United States


